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THE ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY OF PHASE OPERATORS
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ABSTRACT.  This paper studies the spectral properties of a class of

operators known as phase operators which originated in the study of harmonic

oscillator phase.  Ifantis conjectured that such operators had no point spectrum.

It was later shown that certain phase operators were, in fact, absolutely con-

tinuous and that all phase operators at least had an absolutely continuous part.

The present work completes the discussion by showing that all phase operators

are absolutely continuous.

Introduction.  Let H be an infinite dimensional separable Hubert space with

orthonormal basis {$„}"=i. For any bounded linear operator A on H, let Sp(4)

denote the spectrum of A.  If A is selfadjoint with spectral resolution A =

fkdE^, denote by Ha{A) the set of elements * in H for which ||ZTX*||2 is an

absolutely continuous function of X. It can be shown [2, p. 104] that Ha{A) is

a subspace of H which reduces A.  The restriction of A to f7aG4) is called the

absolutely continuous part of A, and, if Ha{A) = H, the operator A is said to be

absolutely continuous.

Let V denote the unilateral shift operator on H, so that V<pn = <t>n+x.

Furthermore, let {an}"=x be any sequence of positive real numbers converging

monotonically to 1 and satisfying the following "chain sequence" condition:

(1) y^2n={l-Sn-l)S„

where 0 <g0 < 1 and 0 <g„ < 1  (n > 0).

Define the operator A by A<f>n = an_x<j>„ with a0 = 0. Consider now the

following operators on ff:

C={V*A+AV)/2,      S = (V*A-AV)l2i.

Such operators, called phase operators, have been studied in conjunction with the

phase of the harmonic oscillator. Note that C and S are the real and imaginary

parts, respectively, of T = V*A and, in particular, are selfadjoint. The conditions

on the sequence {a„}~=1 guarantee that Sp(C) = Sp(5) = [-1,1].   [For a more

detailed discussion of the origin of such operators and their properties see [3],
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[4], [5] and the references cited there.]   Since Cand S ate unitarily equivalent

(see [3] ), it is sufficient to consider the spectral properties of C.

It follows from results due to Putnam that those phase operators for which

the corresponding sequence {an}~=1 increases to 1 are absolutely continuous.

(See [1].) Also, it was shown by one of the authors in a previous work [1] that

those phase operators for which the corresponding sequence {an}"=1 decreases

monotonically to 1 have an absolutely continuous part whose spectrum is exactly

the interval [-1,1]. It was not known at that time, however, if phase operators

of this type were, in fact, absolutely continuous. It will be shown below that

they are.

Preliminary results. The aim now is to show that every phase operator C,

fot which the corresponding sequence {an}n°=x decreases monotonically to 1, is

absolutely continuous. The following results are needed.

Lemma 1. Every element tbn of the given orthonormal basis for H can be

expressed in the form Pn{Cypx where P„{C) denotes a polynomial in C.

Proof.   Clearly PX{Q = I.  Since Ctbx = ax<p2/2 it follows that <p2 =

2C<px/ax and P2{Q = 2C/ax. Assume now that the lemma has been verified for

« = 1, 2, ...,k and consider cbk+x. Since

ch = [ak-i<t>k-i +a¡A+i]/2»

it follows that

h+i = I2c*fc ~flfc-i0fc-i]/ak>

and hence that

^+i(0= [2CPk{Q-ak_xPk_x{C)]lak.

It will be shown below that <j>x E Ha{C). By the previous lemma and the

fact that the subspace Ha{C) is invariant under C, it will follow immediately that

C is absolutely continuous. To this end let C = f-\dEx be the spectral decomposi-

tion of C, and let E{ß) denote the projection operator associated with any Borel

set ß of the real line. It follows from the spectral theorem for selfadjoint operators

that if C = f\dEx, then Pn{C) = ¡Pn(X)dEx. Thus the sequence of operators

{Fn(C)}"_j defines a sequence of polynomials {Pn(X)}'n°=x where

(2) 'iß)" 1*     F2(X) = 2X/fll,

and for « > 3,

F„(X) = [2XP„_,(X) -an_2Pn_2ÇK)]lan_x.

Lemma 2. The polynomials {F„(X)}~=1 are orthonormal with respect to

the measure p defined for every Borel set ß of the real line by p{ß) = \\E{ßypx ||2.

That is,
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c (l,     n = m,

1  1,1] (0,      n^ra.

(77ie support of the measure is the interval [-1, 1] since Sp(Q = [-1,1].)

Proof.  It is enough to note that

•Í-1.1 ] PH(Wm(to <M?X*1 II' = <'«(Q*1. '«(0*1 > = <*m ' *„ >•

Recall now that the sequence {fl„}"=1 corresponding to the phase operator

C satisfies the "chain sequence" condition (1). The related sequence fe„}™=0 is

not unique unless it is assumed that g0 = 0. (That it is always possible to choose

g0 = 0 is clear from the proof of the "chain sequence" condition as presented in

[5].)

Lemma 3. Ifg0 - 0, then for n = 2,3,4.2gn_xPn(l) = an_xPn_x(l).

Proof.  If gQ = 0 then a\ = 4gx. Since PX(X) = 1 and Z>2(X) = 2\Jax, it

follows that

2gxP2{l) = 2 ■ a\l4 ■ 2fax =ax= axPx{l),

and the lemma is true for n = 2. Assume now that the lemma has been verified

for n = 2, .. . , k and consider n = k + 1.   From (2) and the fact that

28k-ipk(l) = ak-ipk-i(l)> u follows that

fcA+iO) = i2gklak)[2Pk{l) -ak_xPk_x(l)]

= {2gk/ak)[2Pk{l)-2gk_xPk{l)]

= i4gk/ak){l -gk_x)Pk{l) = akPk{l),

as was to be shown.

It was shown in [1] that if the sequence {a„}~=1 monotonically decreases

to 1, the related sequence {?„}£= o (with g0 = °) monotonically increases to Vi.

This result will be used in

Lemma 4. For n = 1, 2, 3,... ,^„(1) > 1.

Proof.  Note first that a\ = 4gx and gx < 14 imply that a\ < 2. Since

Z'jfX) = 1 and Z^IX) = 2Vflp the result is clear for n = 1, 2. Now assume it has

been shown for n = 1, 2,. . ., k.  The recursion formula (2) and the previous

lemma imply that

Pk+i(i)=[2Pkil)-ak.xPk_x{l)]/ak

- [(«»-i/ft-i^-iCO-afc-iViO)]/«*

> («t-iKft-iiO   (since £fc_, < ü)

>1.
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Lemma 5. ForXE [-1,1] define

f   (a2-a2x,)

■w=l    ; h*m i^-i.2.
«=i a\

Then

1 - SN(K) = íUaDlajfPÜk) - 2\aNPN{K)PN+xih) + PJ,+ 1(K)}

(3) +((4+i-D/«2)^+i(X)

so f«af, /« particular,

(4) äwß)<l.

Proof.   Suppose N = 1. Then

a?
l-51(X)=l-^-i--PI(X)

7 2 2 l

a\       a\ a]

= ~ [a]P]iV - 2Xa1P,(X)F2(X) + J*(X)] + ^-P\ÇK).
a2 a2

Hence (3) is true fotN= 1. Assume now that (3) has been verified for N = 1,

. . . , k, and consider

5fc+1(X) = Sk{\) + (ak+\2ak+2)Pl+2(V.

Then
,2

D2
(4+1 "O

(4+2-0    ,
+ , ^ + 2^-

«1

Since

1 - 5fc(X) = ~ [4*i<to - 2*** Wfc+iW + «*+AiOOl
«1

and

«*+.**+*(*) = [Mk+x(\)-akPk(K)]\

it follows that
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1 -Sk+1^)=\[a2k+xPl+1iK) + 2Xak?fc(X)Z»fc+1(X)-4X2Z^+1(X) + P2+2(X)]
«l

+ iia2k+2 - D/«2)Zt+2(X)

= ^-k+i^+ii»-2Xafc+1Pfc+1(X)

+ ((«í + 2-l)/«2)^+20)

= T^+i^+i(x)-2Xfl*+i^+i^p*+2^ + i'*+2(x>]

A.
+ ((4 + 2 - l)/«2)^+2Í»

and (3) is verified for N = k + 1.

Finally, (4) follows from (3) and the observation that

\2laNPN(K)PN+ x(k)\ < 2aN\PNik)PN+x(\)\ < a2,?2, (X) + Z*+1(X).

Lemma 6. For k > 1 and any interval A such that A C (-1 4- 1/jfc, 1 -

1/*),

(5)      /A SjfitodWE^II2 < (l -Xöjfc) l|£,(A)*il|2>     *-L2.

Proof.   Let DN(k) = {\aNPNiK)\ - |Z»Ar+1(X)|)2.   If IP^fX)! >

3\PN+X{\)\then

DN(X) > {3aN - 1)2P%+ xiX)>4P2N+1 (X)

and

DN{X) > {aN - 1/3)2Z* (X) > (4/9)Z* (X).

IflP^(X)|<lP^+1(X)|/3,then

DN(X)>{1 -aNl3)2P2N+xÇk)>{2f9)P2N+xiX)

and

DN(K) >(3- aN)2P2N(k) > 2P2N(K).

ThusDN(\)>max{P2wi\),P2f+x(\)}l5 whenever |P^(X)| £ [\PN+x(X)\l3,

3|PfV+1(X)l]. If \PN(K)\E [|ZV+1(X)l/3,3|P^+1(X)|],then
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2a7V|FJV(X)i'jV+1(X)|/a2 > maxtfft(X),/ft+1(X)}/10.

Hence for any X E (-1, 1),

(1/a2) [a%P%(K) - 2XaNPN(X)PN+ x + P2N+X (X)]

(6) > {l/a2)[{aN\PN(X)\ - \PN+X(\)\)2 + 2(1 - \.\\)aN\PN(\)PN+ ,(X)|]

> (1/10X1 - IXI) maxíF^fX), PJ,+ xik)}.

Now consider an interval A such that A C (-1 4- l/k, 1 - 1/A:). To verify

(5) it is necessary to consider several cases.

Case I. Suppose /^(XWHF^.H2 < \\E{àypx\\2 for all n.  Then

2 2

f.sNik)d\\Ex<px\\2=jr ajLZ^f.P2n+1Q<)d\\E^x\\2
A n=\ a\ A

2 2

n = l        a2

< (1 - l/a2)!!^^,»2 < ^(A^H2.

Case II. Suppose there exists a subsequence «f, «¿ —► °°, for which

¡AWdWE^W2 > \\E{Aypx||2. If /¿i* (»cfU^II2 > \\E{A)<px||2, it follows
from (6) that

Ja (1 -SN(\))d\\EK<l>x\\2 > fA ̂ (1 - IXDFirOW^.H2 > ^\\E{Ay¡>x\\2,

and hence that

Ja ^(X^ii/r^ii2 < (l -±)\\E{Aypx\\2.

Furthermore, for fixed X, Sn(K) increases with « and hence

fA Snik)d\\Ex<px ||2 < (l - ¿) ll£(A)0, II2    for all n < N.

The argument is concluded by noting that fAPlfi\)d\\Ex<px ||2 > ||£(A)0il|2 for

infinitely many values of N.

Case III. Suppose fAPl(X)d\\Ex<px\\2 > \\E{A)cbx\\2 fot finitely many

values of n.  Let «0 be such that

^Ji^o^11^1"2
(7)

> f P2niX)d\\EK<Px\\2    for all«.

Then for n > nQ9
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f[l-Sni\)]d\\Ex<px\\2

= 1     1 'S       l(k)-  t   ̂ ~Lif+l(A)|^X*lll2
L >-"o     fli J

2        2"   at - af
"L [l-S„0-md\\Ex<px\\2- £  2-IJ+l   f Pf+1(K)d\\E^x\\

j=n0       a]

By (3), (6), and (7), it then follows that

J   [1 -5„(X)] d\\EK<f>x\\2 > f -L (1 - |X|)Z* (TOcZIIZ^II2

«Ï /=«o fll

>ZJ/10fc>||£'(A>^1||2/10A;.

Hence /^^(X)*/!^^ ||2 < (1 - l/lOk^EiA^ \\2 for all n as was to be shown.

Lemma 7. J{_lfl jdllZi^jll2 = 0.

Proof.   Recall that

/( 1,     n = m,
i_xxPn^)Pm^)d\[EJx\\2=l
1 Ml (0,     n + m,

and note that P2n(K), for n = 1, 2,. . . , is a polynomial of degree 2n - 1, sym-

metric with respect to the origin. Note also that fi-XíX]X2n~1P2r¡+2(}-)d\\EK<¡)x\\2

= 0. For L > 0 define Mn = {X E {-1, 1)\ |P2n+2(X)l > L} . By Lemma 4,

'2«+a(0>l. Hence

0 = /t-1,1]  X2"_1'2„ + 2f»^X*lll2

'2n + 2(l)/{_1(l}^X*lll2 -J(_1>1} ^-'»Iftt+^^^í

/{_1)l}^X*ll|2 ~fMn l'2n + 2WI^X*lH2

-f IXI2"-1^!^.!!2
J(-l,l)/M„ ^i"

/{-i,i}d||^*i'I2 -i/M„ 'L^O)^^*!»2-^/^^ IXI2""1^^!!2

/{_1,1}^*»»24-l/(-1.i),x|2,,"1^*iii2.
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Since n can be chosen arbitrarily large, it follows that ¡i_x x\d\\EK<px\\2 < l[L,

and, since L was arbitrary, that /r_j ^-idWE^tp^2 = 0.

It is easily verified that CS -SC = -iK/2 where Ktbx = ~a\<px, and for

n > l,K<j>n = (a2_j -a2yi>n. The following result is adapted from a proof due

to Putnam [6, p. 20].

Lemma 8. For any finite interval A,

\{KE{A)cbx, E{A)<px >| < 2 |A| U^A^U2.

Proof.   Let X0 be the midpoint of A. It follows from the commutator

equation CS-SC = -iK/2 that

E{A%C - \I)SE{A) - E{A)S{C - \QI)E{A) = {i/2)E{A)KE{A),

and hence that

<SE{A)cbx, {C - \I)E{Ayt>x > - <(C - \0I)E{A)<px, SE{Aypx >

= -{H2)(KE{A)tbx,E{Aypx).

Then by the Schwarz inequality,

MKE{A)<I>X, E{Aypx >| < 2\\SE{A)4>X || ||(C - .\0l)E{A)cbx ||.

Finally,

\\{C-X0I)E{A)cbx\\2=fA IX-X/dlLE^H2

implies that

||(C - Xo^^A^jll < Î4|A| \\E{Ayi>x\\

and, since ||s|| = 1, that

\(KE{A)<px, E{Aypx >| < 2|A| \\E{Aypx ||2

as was to be shown.

The main result. It remains now to combine the results of the previous

section to obtain the main result of this paper.

Theorem.   Every phase operator C for which the corresponding sequence

{an}"_ j decreases monotonically to I is absolutely continuous.

Proof.  As noted above it is enough to show that <px E Ha{C). For any

interval A,

E{A)<px= ¿  {E{Aypx,<j>n)4>n,
71=1

KE{Ay¡>x =-a2<£:(A)01,01>01

+   Z    («2 -«2 + lX^)*!.*«+!>*«+!.
n = l
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and

(KE(A)<1>X, E(Aypx > = -a2 \E(A)<px I4

+ E tá-*2+i)K£(A)M„+1>l2-
n=l

It then follows from Lemma 8 that

2
(8)

tö    fl2 + i>„,,^ "^lAHIZifA^II2.
mwi ii4 - Z       "   m&ypi. «r*n+1 >i

n=i a.

Furthermore, if A C (-1 + 1/k, 1 - lfk), the following argument holds. Let

n   (a2-a2)

%=£      "    2 K£-(A)01,rp/,+ 1>p.
n = l a\

Then

*   («2-«»+i)
^ = ¿Z   -V111- KE(Aypx ,Pn+x(Cypx )\2    (Lemma 1 )

n=l        a]

N    (a2 -a2..)]   r 12

= £   -r^ JA -Pn+10) rfllZix*i II2       (spectral theorem)
n = l a] '   A '

<||ZÍ(A)01||2¿   (g"7"+l)l ^h-iOWiM2

<||ZÍ(A)01||2JA5JV(X)íi||Zi'x01||2

< (1 - l/lO^HZfíA^jll4    (Lemma 6).

Hence, it follows from (8) that

¿11^)0, ||4< 11^)0,II4 -E    "   ,    ' KgfA)^,^,^
n = l        a\

<2|A|||£'(A)01||2/a1

or, equivalently, that

H£t;A)*,U2<(10*)2|Al/«2.

Consider first a Borel set ß such that ß C (-1 + 1/fc, 1 - l/k). Let

{Aj, A2, . . . } be a countable covering of ß by disjoint intervals such that A- C

(-1 + Ilk, 1 -Ilk) for all /.  Then
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HEißWX = Z \W n A^.ll2 <Z \\E{Aj)<px\\2 < (10*) 4r lA;I-
/ / «Ï  /

Since the argument holds for any such countable covering of ß, it follows that

(9) \\E{py>i II2 < 20*(meas |3)/a2,

where "meas ß" denotes the Lebesgue measure of )3. Thus if meas ß = 0, then

\\E{ß)(px\\2 = 0. Consider now an arbitrary Borel set ß. By Lemma 7, \\E(ßypx\\2

= ||£*03 n (-1, l))^!!2. Furthermore, since ß n{-l,l) = \Jkßk where ßk C

(-1 + Ilk, 1 - 1/*), it follows that

(10) WWi II2 = i™ ll^it^ill2-
k-K*>

Hence if meas ]3 = 0, then meas ßk = 0, and it follows from (9) that \\E{ßkypx\\2

= 0 and from (10) that II^G^II2 = 0. Thus <px E Ha{C). Lemma 1 and the

fact that the subspace Ha{C) is invariant under C imply that fia(C) = H as was

to be shown.
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